Tumour escape mechanisms and their therapeutic implications in combination tumour therapy.
Most tumours arise from a single normal cell through a sequential evolutionary process of mutation and selection. Tumours are initiated by escaping non-immune surveillance, which includes defective DNA repair, epigenetic gene alternation, resistance to apoptosis and loss of intercellular contact inhibition. Tumour cells harbour mutations in a number of critical genes that provide selective advantages at various stages during the evolution of the tumour. The tumour cells that circumvent the tumour suppressor mechanisms of the non-immune surveillance process are edited by the immune system, resulting in the selection of a resistant tumour variant. The selection of the tumour cell is further shaped by its interactions with cells and other factors in its microenvironment. Tumour evolution is thought to adhere to Darwinian principles by escaping both non-immune (intrinsic) and immune (extrinsic) responses against self-altered tumour cells. At end-stage, tumours have escaped both non-immune and immune surveillance with increased threshold of apoptosis. Combination therapy has been proposed, by exploring the non-immune and immune suppressive nature of the tumour, and has been found to have a therapeutic efficiency on tumour regression as compared with monotherapies. The combination of immunotherapy and other different modalities, especially vaccines, with conventional anticancer therapies with optimized dosage and scheduling can offer synergistic antitumour effects. Here, we focus on the mechanism of tumour evolution and its implication in combination therapy.